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 Review of LFTs and 
 Research Civil Aircraft Model (RCAM)





 GARTEUR FM(AG08): Project on robust ight control.
{ denition of two design benchmark for
 civil aircraft (3D trajectory tracking, stab. augmentation)
 military aircraft (Fly-by-wire, stab. augmentation);
{ application of modern and classical techniques by member
organizations
... resulting in:
 12 designs (10 methods) for Research Civil Aircraft Model (RCAM),
 6 designs ( 5 methods) for High Incidence Research Model (HIRM);
{ evaluation and comparison of design techniques.
 For RCAM stability analysis by DLR-OP and TUD using:
{ worst-case parameter optimization,
{ ... and -analysis.
Introduction DLR/TUD
 We are basically interested in:
1. is the controlled system stable over operating envelope ?
(allowed parameter ranges)
2. if so, what can we say about a stability margin?
3. ... preferably in terms of uncertain physical parameters
 We need a suitable manner to represent our uncertain
parameters in the system model:
Linear Fractional Transformations (LFTs);
 ... and a robustness indicator in terms of uncertain
parameters:
structured singular value .
LFT's DLR/TUD
Linear Fractional Transformations (LFTs):
11 M 12










































































What makes LFT's so useful?
Typical algebraic operations like:
 cascade connections
 parallel connections
 feedback connections (inverse!)
 frequency response




















 Interconnections of LFT's are again LFT's
 Unstructured uncertainty at component level

























































































































































Unstructured uncertainty at component level




ωM(j   )
compute ∆
frequency reponse
...  is from some set  with specic diagonal structure, ()  1
We are interested in smallest  for which M goes unstable...
 or, the smallest  for which a rst pole travels over the
imaginary axis,
 at which very moment and frequency the LFT is singular,









f() : det(I  M
11
(j!)) = 0g




(j!)) < 1 8!
 DLR/TUD
Plenty of tools available for approximating :
 D-G scaling (upper bound),
 power algorithms (lower bound),
 branch-and-bound schemes,
 frequency sweep (lower bound) [CERT-ON

ERA],
















The following parameters may vary:







mass 120 000 kg 100 000 kg 150 000 kg
delay 0.05 s 0.05 s 0.10 s
The design speed is 80 m/s
LFT modeling DLR/TUD
Physical RCAM system model
Dymola
RCAM model in Maple













mathematical (symbolic) system model
RCAM simulation model:
* S-function (Simulink)























We end up with:












































































































-0.0137  0.6954i 0.0  0.6899i +0.0131  0.6844i
-Analysis DLR/TUD
* The critical parameter values are:
m = 125 000 + 25 000  1:092 = 152 300 kg
X
cg
= 0:23c + 0:08c  1:092 = 0:317c
Z
cg
= 0:105c + 0:105c  1:092 = 0:220c
 = 0:075 + 0:025  1:092 = 0:102 s
... indeed outside the specied parameter ranges
Perform nonlinear simulation with original model:
... actually, using simulation code generated from very same DYMOLA model












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-Analysis is a very promising tool for (post-design)
robustness analysis
 Linear Fractional Transformations:
{ a powerful framework for representing uncertainty;
... but, (especially for aircraft) not trivial to obtain;
{ automated LFT generation is great relief
... but, better methods for reduction  need to be implemented.
 -computation:
{ used frequency gridding: tricky,
{ worst-case parameters, and veried in nonlin. simulations,
{ upperbound conservativeness 1{9 %,
Outlook:
 new algorithms for automated LFT generation from
parametric nonlinear models
 apply improved optimization algorithms for -computations
 beyond , LTI...
reports on this work publicly available via http://www.nlr.nl
